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A Look at How Politics and Diversity  
Influence Each Other 

 

 New episode “Exploring Diversity” premieres  
on the UA+ website and on the UA Channel   

 
Tucson, Arizona -  April 17, 2013 – Everyone experiences the diversity of cultures on the campus of 
the University of Arizona, but can diversity potentially impact political views? UA+ Episode 3, “Exploring 
Diversity”, showcases stories about the different cultures and politics around campus. Stories include 
International Friends, a campus organization that provides foreign students with a family-like support 
system, and a feature on the Arizona Model United Nations (AzMUN,) a UA hosted bilingual high school 
conference with students from border states in the U.S. and Mexico that simulates real world UN 
debates. The new episode features an interview with Kate Kenski, Associate Professor of 
Communication at the UA, and author of “The Obama Victory:  How Media, Money and Message Shaped 
the 2008 Election.” Kenski explains the importance of political communication in an election. “Exploring 
Diversity” also takes you through UA’s Institute for LGBT Studies, one of the few academic entities in the 
country that focuses on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender research, and lastly, UA’s symposium to 
introduce the new Hip-Hop minor. These five stories highlight how culture and diversity on campus affect 
our political views. Watch “Exploring Diversity” on the UA+ website www.uaplus.azpm.org and on UA+ 
Facebook page www.facebook.com/azpm.uaplus. 

 
About UA+: Your Community + Your Voice 
UA+ is a collaborative, creative video hub at the University of Arizona, connecting online viewers with the UA 
campus and community. UA+ showcases the people, research, facilities and innovations of the UA and produces 
and distributes high quality content about, and for the University of Arizona community. UA+ provides the 
opportunity for students and staff to broadcast their voice and story. Our content is produced and coordinated by 
the professional student staff of Arizona Public Media. We also take completed videos produced by UA 
departments, and provide multi-platform exposure through Arizona Public Media. To contact UA+ visit here, via 
Facebook, Twitter or at uaplus@azpm.org. 

 
About AZPM 
Arizona Public Media (AZPM®) is a member-supported non-profit media organization based at the University of 
Arizona in Tucson, and is the trusted source of information that promotes thoughtful conversation and community 
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collaboration. The organization offers six channels of television content, three channels of radio content, a robust 
lineup of online offerings, and community and educational outreach to residents in Southern Arizona and beyond. 
AZPM produces award-winning original television, radio and online content from its digital studios on the campus of 
the University of Arizona and is provided as a community service and educational resource. More information about 
AZPM, including program schedules and Video-on-Demand offerings, can be found online at www.azpm.org. 
Arizona Public Media® and AZPM® are registered trademarks of the Arizona Board of Regents. 
 
 

Television 
 Broadcast Comcast Cox DirecTV Dish 

PBS 6 KUAT 6-1* and  
KUAS 27-1* 

6 and 220* 6 and 1006* 6* 6* 

PBS Kids KUAS 27-2 200 80 n/a n/a 

World KUAS 27-3 203 83 n/a n/a 

ReadyTV KUAT 6-3 201 82 n/a n/a 

Vme 
(en Español) 

KUAT 6-2 202 81 440 9414 

UA Channel Cable only 76 116 n/a n/a 

*HDTV high definition  
 

Radio 
Classical 90.5 90.5/Tucson 89.7/ Tucson 89.7/Sierra Vista 

 89.5/Safford 88.9/Bisbee 91.1/Nogales 

NPR 89.1/Jazz 89.1/Tucson 
89.1 HD1/Tucson 

91.7/Sierra Vista  

NPR 1550/Tucson*   

BBC World 
Service 

89.1 HD2/Tucson   

*Daylight Hours 

 

Online 
Twitter: @azpmnews   
Facebook: facebook.com/azpublicmedia 
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